
75 responses

Summary See complete responses

What class did you take?

Adobe Acrobat - Creating PDF forms 3 4%

Adobe Reader - Converting Docs to PDF 0 0%

Citrix - Accessing Cuesta Files from Home 0 0%

Excel - Creating Grade Books 5 7%

Excel - Intro to 0 0%

FrontPage - Managing a Web Page 0 0%

Photoshop Elements - Fixing Photos 0 0%

PowerPoint - Using Multimedia 4 5%

PowerPoint - Intro to 1 1%

Misc - Creating Digital Video 0 0%

Misc - Podcasting 0 0%

myCuesta - Creating/Managing Groups 1 1%

myCuesta - Intro to 0 0%

Outlook - Archiving 4 5%

Outlook - Creating Student Distribution Lists 0 0%

Word - Forms 1 1%

Word - Graphics & Clip Art 4 5%

Word - Mail Merge 0 0%

Word - Tables 0 0%

Other 52 69%

If you selected "Other", please specify the name of the class.

Managing Your E-mail Managing Your E-mail mamaging email Managing Your Mailbox managing your email eConferencing with CCCConfer eConferencing with

CCCConfer eConferencing CCCConfir CCC Confer eConferencing wi ...

On what date was the training class given?

1/27/2012 1/26/2012 1/26/2012 1/27/2012 1/27/2012 1/27/2012 1/27/2012 2/14/2012 2/14/2012 2/14/2012 2/16/2012 2/24/2012 2/24/2012 2/24/2012 3/1/2012 3/2/2012

How would you rate the class?

EXCELLENT (exceeded expectations, highly recommend) 57 76%

VERY GOOD (met expectations, recommend) 14 19%

SATISFACTORY (fell short of expectations, but still worthwhile) 4 5%

NEEDS WORK (disappointing, offered little useful information) 0 0%

WASTE OF TIME (contained nothing of value) 0 0%

What did you like about the class?

All Small class size allowed Sean to use his time to address specific topics of interest, and there were (just) enough participants to help me learn things I didn't know I needed to learn. The

little email cheatsheet handout is useful. And the chocolate was good. Go, brain, go! Good hands-on activity. I left with better email organization! I love that the class is focused on given

pratical tips for staff to use. In my situation, I learned a lot of things that outlook can do to be more efficient in everyday tasks. I would recommend this class and have so already to my co-



workers! :) I like that ...

How could the class be improved?

Not It was great. I would like the class to be a bit longer OR to have a part I and part II sequence so that staff can build on what was learned on part I. PS: thank you for the

candy. none longer? n/a Longer time for the workshop-- 1 hour Would like to see more on usage of presentation controls. Sean did a good job presenting a wealth of

information in a one-hour training. No recommendations. It was a short time: 30mins. In a 60 min session, we could have created accounts and meetings. That is all pretty simple tough. 

I think it needed to be 45 minutes or even an hour to get in everyone's own s ...
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